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Abstract

Society at large must find technological pathways capable of mitigating climate change. But small regions – where private and public sector decision makers take actions whose aggregated effects shape those broader pathways – are faced with the need to adapt to climate impacts over which they have little control. Such impacts already include not only direct climatological ones, but also related systemic shifts in technologies, markets, and policies. Firms and policymakers can widen the range of adaptation opportunities by exploring regional resources applicable to emergent clusters, through which technologically related inter-organizational dynamics may permit more effective climate responses. As in the resource-based view of the firm underlying cluster theory, key decision fields are chosen based on existing capabilities internal to the region in relation to the threats and opportunities transmitted by external climate change impacts. Adaptive strategy options at the regional level can be identified and assessed using a scenario-building methodology that incorporates the interactions among multiple variables and decision-makers’ actions over time. Stakeholder input and engagement during the research process can facilitate realism and traction. This methodology is applied to northwestern Pennsylvania, on Lake Erie, projecting a scenario based on a set of complementary, lower-carbon energy and transportation technologies.

© 2015 The Author. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Society at large must transition to lower-carbon energy, transportation, and other technologies that are capable of mitigating climate change. But movement toward these technology shifts, and mitigation efforts generally, have been slow and fragmented (Kriegler et al., 2012). Because the effects of climate change are growing and nearly certain to accelerate (Bierbaum et al., 2014), private and public sector decision makers at sub-national levels are increasingly faced with the need to adapt to climate impacts over which they have little control. It is at the regional level that the impacts, exposures and vulnerabilities relevant to climate adaptation are constituted (Seitz, 2014).

In thinking about adaptation to climate change, this logic suggests the usefulness of much smaller regional definitions...
than the continental breakdowns often employed (for example, in IPCC Working Group II, 2014; Kriegler et al., 2014). The specific geophysical and socioeconomic characteristics of smaller regions, often missed by more macro-level analyses (Rosen and Guenther, 2014), can be highly salient. In turn, the aggregated effects of local actions over time will play a role in shaping the broader technological changes that emerge (Moss et al., 2010). Thus it is critical to develop analytical tools to assist firms and policy makers in small regions in projecting potential adaptive pathways that are locally viable and globally consistent with climate change-mitigative technological shifts.

This is all the more true in that adaptation at all levels has been uneven and has rarely progressed beyond the planning stages (Berrang-Ford et al., 2011; Bierbaum et al., 2014). The likely direct impacts of climate change itself are complex and uncertain, compounded by the fact that a myriad of wider public and private sector responses will increasingly transform the macroenvironment within which regional firms compete, governments operate, and economies evolve (Moss et al., 2010). Old technologies, products, and capabilities will lose traction, and both the need and the opportunity for new ones will emerge. Realizing such opportunities will require technological innovation – not only for individual companies, but also in related supply chains, other intra- and inter-sector relationships, and policy frameworks (IPCC Working Group II, 2014, p. 24). This in turn will require that decision making by private and public entities go forward in the presence of multiple variables that will co-evolve along uncertain trajectories. Individual actors must make adaptive choices whose eventual viability will depend in part on choices made by others. In the face of such complexity, often the resulting choice is to take no action at all.

Many researchers and practitioners are dealing with these problems – region-specific, uncertainty and complexity, and stakeholder (dis-)engagement – in terms of adaptation “pathways”; “…an analytical approach for exploring and sequencing a set of possible actions based on alternative external changes over time” (Wise et al., 2014, Section 2.2 paragraph 2; see also Moss et al., 2010; Kriegler et al., 2012; Haasnoot et al., 2013). The present study reports preliminary results of ongoing research on potential climate-adaptive technology pathways in a small region: the northwestern part of Pennsylvania (NW-PA), adjacent to Lake Erie.

The aim is to contribute to our understanding of adaptation pathways in several respects:

• “Region” is defined in geographically delimited terms relevant to the kinds of place-specific characteristics and decision processes that must underpin adaptive change.

• Related, the project is framed in terms of regional economic opportunities (a “livelihood” perspective – Wise et al., 2014) rather than primarily risk management and vulnerability reduction (Berrang-Ford et al., 2011). It poses “the question ‘What are we adapting for?’ … [which] is significant, if not more, as the question ‘What are we adapting to?’” (PROVIA, 2013, p. 46).

• This implies a widened focus to include the regional implications of external technology and market changes induced by climate change – not just direct climate impacts themselves. The exercise begins from a normative position of seeking adaptation scenarios that are consistent with climate change mitigation, recognizing that many of the broader parameters that can shape regional adaptation will be driven by mitigative policy and market pressures.

• The attendant uncertainty and complexity are approached through a set of tools from the strategic management literature: scenario-building (Bishop et al., 2007), regional clusters (Porter, 1998), and the resource-based view of the firm (Collis and Montgomery, 1995). These theories are well suited to the fine-grained exploration required by the small-region focus: identification of competitive resources capable of supporting adaptive development and consideration of key interactions among these resources in projecting internally and externally consistent technological pathways over time.

• Practitioner-experts’ views of evolving scenario projections are a key feature of the research design. Stakeholder views were used to draw attention to complex interactions among potential adaptive responses arising in disparate economic sectors and to generate technology predictions that are empirically plausible, stakeholder-relevant, and capable of testing and reworking over time. Thus a goal of this research is to increase stakeholder support for climate adaptation at the local level.

The next section develops a theoretical framework using the literatures on climate adaptation and the three strategic management concepts. The scenario methodology requires detailed attention to mutually relevant regional resources and external climate change-induced impacts transmitted to the region. This is provided in subsequent sections on the region’s economy and changing climate (Section 3); the impacts it is likely to experience as the climate changes (Section 4); and how technological innovation based on relevant resources might create an adaptive regional technological pathway (Section 5). The projected scenario describing such a pathway is described in Section 6, and a discussion concludes.

2. Literature review and theoretical framework

Wise et al. (2014) provide an extensive and insightful review of recent developments in climate adaptation research. While the regional adaptation literature itself pays considerable attention to the risks and vulnerabilities arising from the direct impacts of climate change (IPCC, 2007; NRC, 2010; Bierbaum et al., 2014), less has been done on the salience of indirect impacts. Broad climate change-induced shifts – especially in technological alternatives, but also in markets, policies, and more – will act as powerful systemic parameters shaping the adaptation constraints and possibilities that smaller regions face (Moss et al., 2010; IPCC Working Group II, 2014). Some studies have begun to explore this dimension. Easterling et al. (2004, p. 5) stress that “… anticipatory … adaptive reorganization” facilitates systemic resilience by “altering existing relationships or establishing new relationships and components.” The NRC (2010, p. 27) argues that by identifying the most salient among the system of likely climate change-induced shifts, adaptation efforts can “minimize harm and take advantage of opportunities that may result from a changing environment.” Bolton and Foxon (2014) and Wise et al. (2014) go further in developing theoretical frameworks for understanding these relationships. Adaptation is seen as highly place-specific, but occurs in the context of external parameters – both
climatic and societal – that change over time in unpredictable ways. Ongoing stakeholder engagement emerges as critical to increasing the resiliency and traction of adaptation processes. Jackson et al. (2011) present a relevant case study of agricultural climate adaptation in California’s Yolo County: IPCC and state climatic/socioeconomic scenarios are used to project alternative futures for Yolo County agriculture – based on existing economic assets, likely climate impacts and possible adaptations, and potential indirect impacts from changing agricultural markets, population, and land use patterns.

Focusing on strategic adaptation by firms and other institutions in a changing, place-specific, competitive environment, involving modification of existing know-how in conjunction with related changes by other regional actors, makes it useful to apply the following strategic management concepts. Together, they are useful for thinking about adaptive responses to uncertain external change and how individual decision makers’ responses interact at a regional level of complexity:

Scenario-building, a set of planning methods for situations with multiple, cascading uncertainties (Bishop et al., 2007). Originally developed for military and corporate planning (Kahn, 1962; Enzer, 1981), it is well suited to exploring adaptive processes where climate projections and possible market, regulatory, and technological shifts are each uncertain and interact with one another. A range of potentially important influences is considered in developing plausible outcomes or scenarios. Structured as story lines, scenarios consider the possible paths of each critical, uncertain variable as well as the implications of interactions among these variable paths (Schultz, 1993; Ringland, 1998).

Resource-based view, a theory of the firm that can help point to likely directions for regional technology-pathway scenarios. Organizations compete on the strength of resources – distinctive capabilities and assets, built over time – that are valuable in relation to the threats and opportunities arising in changing external environments (Barney, 1991; Collis and Montgomery, 1995). Organizational capability, “the ability...to perform a coordinated set of tasks, utilizing organizational resources, for the purpose of achieving a particular end result” (Helfat and Peteraf, 2003, p. 999), involves what firms can do well relative to both one another (the industry or cluster) and the broader market setting (demand, technology, regulation). Organizational change is path dependent, with adaptive responses both conditioned and constrained by inherited operational capabilities (Teece et al., 1997). Adaptation paths are seen as influenced by the broader institutional environment as well (Lazonick, 1994). Regions’ options for creating livelihood-enhancing technological pathways as they adapt to climate change will be shaped by their existing economic capabilities and assets, in relation both to external change and to their potential complementary assets with one another.

Clusters, “...geographic concentrations of interconnected companies and institutions in a particular field” (Porter, 1998, p. 77). Regional opportunities for climate adaptation may depend not only on the resources firms deploy, but also on their inter-relationships – among competitors, specialized suppliers, customers and/or distributors, makers of related products, and governments and universities providing knowledge and other critical supports (Bradshaw and Blakely, 1999). Clusters promote innovation through competition, attracting specialized labor and suppliers, showcasing new ideas, encouraging new businesses, and stimulating supportive programs in non-business institutions. Not every region will have the opportunity to extend existing clusters or generate new ones in the course of climate adaptation, but the place-specific, inter-organizational complementarity dynamics to which cluster theory draws attention are likely to be important in any event.

An emerging research stream applies these concepts to climate adaptation. Linnenluecke et al. (2013) provide a recent review of business-related climate adaptation research, which has focused mainly on climatic risks to industries like agriculture, tourism, and insurance, or on the need to reduce carbon emissions (Hoffman, 2006; Porter and Reinhardt, 2007). Linnenluecke and Griffiths (2010) examine “the development of new organizational capabilities” to increase firms’ resilience regarding weather extremes (479). “(A)adaptive capacity” with respect to climate is explored in an African development context by Tschakert and Dietrich (2010), who link stakeholder-driven scenario construction to “the capability for innovation” (2). Lade (2009) examines “social learning” at the regional level in Australian tourism clusters. Some studies argue the importance for businesses of broader, societal climate-related changes (Schwartz, 2007). Moser and Ekstrom (2010) emphasize the role of institutional structures as potential barriers to climate adaptation and of “interacting nonclimatic changes” in affecting the feasibility of specific climate responses (22072–22028).

The Nordwest2050 project (2012) addresses adaptation in northwestern Germany’s agriculture, energy, and transportation industries; Karlstetter (2012) describes its agriculture component, modeling scenarios through which actors might approach adaptive ecological viability based on existing economic capabilities.

The present study applies elements of a “normative” scenario approach in creating an initial story line consistent a priori with climate change mitigation. It then uses an “explorative” approach in testing and modifying these preliminary hypotheses (Borjeson et al., 2006; Vervoort et al., 2014). Key prerequisites for scenario formation are identified; as in the Jackson et al. (2011) and Karlstetter (2012) studies, this targets arenas for stakeholder engagement. Thus the strategy is designed for iteration through a series of interactions between researchers and other stakeholders moving through time (Kriegler et al., 2012; Vervoort et al., 2014; Wise et al., 2014). Initial goals (technologies consistent with ecologically sustainable atmospheric carbon levels) shape the process, then the exercise suggests possible regional terrains in which these goals might become congruent with organizational strategies and an emergent technology pathway.

The region’s adaptive resources and the external parameters are defined in terms of one another. Like in the resource-based view of the firm (Collis and Montgomery, 1995), those external impacts are important which may be capable of stimulating significant local responses, and those local resources are key which might effectively respond to direct or indirect impacts. A mitigation-consistent adaptive regional scenario emerges from this interplay – as a research outcome and, potentially, a practical pathway.

Fig. 1 charts this scenario methodology. Readings of other regional climate adaptation work and NW-PA climate and economic data led to a set of hypotheses about scenarios in which mitigation-consistent adaptation might emerge. Informed by these preliminary steps, a finer-grained analysis mapped the
climate change-induced external shifts that might act as parameters within which regional adaptation would occur, and the potential for clusters of regional assets and capabilities to respond. These mappings were overlaid into a matrix of impact likelihoods by resource response potentials. The matrix identified elements of a potential technology pathway, highlighted which of those links were likely to be stronger and weaker, and suggested developments that might be required for such a scenario actually to emerge.

A key input from the preliminary steps onward was a series of interviews with regional experts – stakeholders and scholars – in relevant sectors. Much of the exploratory phase’s work involved testing researcher ideas against these experts’ perspectives and eliciting their suggestions. The 31 interviews began early in the research. They were semi-structured conversations with participants and researchers in industry and public sectors targeted as important: metal-working, rail freight, forestry, deep shal e natural gas, wind power, municipal water management, and economic development. The research was explained, and respondents were asked context-specific versions of the following:

- what they see as key drivers of change and important developments in their areas;
- how their organizations might relate to the preliminary adaptation-scenario ideas under consideration;
- how they might interact with other sectors in that scenario;
- what additional relevant issues were not being considered by the researchers.

This format allowed exposure of respondents to the current state of the research projections (the dashed arrow in Fig. 1) and channeled their feedback into further scenario development (the solid arrow). In the later stages of the project, this permitted a kind of “back-casting” (Robinson, 1990): working back from the projected scenario to identify what would have to happen, relevant to the interviewee’s sector, to make that outcome possible. The expressed prerequisites involved both the sectors themselves (“Our shop would have to re-tool heavily to handle wind turbine components”) and complementary ones (“Better rail-service proximity to the shop would make us more competitive in outbound shipping of wind turbine components”). These important inputs to the research process grew out of the author’s long-term involvement with related stakeholder activities and pointed toward continued researcher-stakeholder engagement going forward.

Subsequent sections detail this process: initial scoping of other regional climate adaptation work and NW-PA climate and economic information (3.1 and 3.2); preliminary scenario hypotheses to help structure the next research stages (3.3); deeper analysis of climate change-induced external shifts (Section 4) and the potential for responses based on regional assets and capabilities (Section 5); construction of a matrix interacting the likelihood of external parameter impacts with the potential of relevant regional responses (6.1); and scenario projection (6.2).

3. The region, its changing climate, and adaptive scenario possibilities

The location of NW-PA, and the six counties of which it consists, are indicated in Fig. 2. The climates, topographies, economies, demographics, and histories of these counties are similarly distinctive in relation to the state as a whole, and thus it is reasonable to group them as a region. At the same time, these features of NW-PA tend to be similar to those characterizing a broader swath of the southern Great Lakes region, from roughly Milwaukee, Wisconsin to Rochester, New York. Thus the results of this study may be more widely applicable in varying degrees.

3.1. NW-PA’s economy

Geography made both manufacturing and freight transportation important in NW-PA for over a century. Due to proximity to Pittsburgh’s iron and steel and Titusville’s oil fields and their position between New York and Chicago, cities like Erie and Meadville became home to a wide range of manufacturing and to major rail yards and Lake ports by the late 19th Century. But by the mid-20th Century, manufacturing and both rail and Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway (GL-SLS) freight transport were in decline (Higgins and Dumitracu, 2007). Three long-haul Class I rail lines through the region became two, rail yards shrunk or closed, and numerous short-haul carriers closed or consolidated; Port Erie declined due to broad steel industry shifts.

But a nationally prominent cluster of smaller tool and die and precision machining firms remains (Oneywu, 2009; CSW, 2011), a legacy of the deep metal-working supply chain and workforce created by once-dominant large firms. And Port Erie retains advanced deep-draft dock, crane, shipbuilding, dry-dock, and warehousing facilities (World Port Source, 2012). Although NW-PA is older and poorer than the state overall, due to industrial decline, the region is still more manufacturing-based and equally transportation-intensive, reflecting its economic legacy. These features of the NW-PA economy were identified by preliminary research as potentially relevant in responding to the projected impacts of climate change. The next section begins to consider these effects.

3.2. NW-PA’s changing climate

Proximity to Lake Erie makes the region cooler and more moist than the state overall. Average summer temperatures approach only 70 degrees, typically including few days with...
highs at or above 90 degrees (Pennsylvania State Climatologist, 2012). Precipitation is approximately 40 inches annually, historically more frequent and less intense than elsewhere in the state, with the exception of heavy “lake snow” events in the winter. Along the lake shore, home to orchards and Pennsylvania’s chief vineyards, moderated temperature extremes permit a long growing season.

Maps of projected global climate changes show that the southern Great Lakes are part of a zone that will likely get wetter and warmer overall (IPCC, 2007, pp. 46–47). Much of the U.S. research on downsampling global circulation models has been done in the context of the larger Northeastern and Great Lakes regions at whose intersection NW-PA lies. Three key studies suggest the direct regional impacts of climate change shown in Table 1.

Of potential relevance for the adaptation scenario presented below, by mid-century average annual precipitation is projected to increase on the order of 10%, more of it as rain and less as snow. Land snow cover and Lake Erie ice cover are likely to diminish in amount and duration. Recent research suggests that despite elevated evapotranspiration, surface energy flows will be such that Great Lakes water levels are not expected to fall (Lofgren et al., 2011; Milly and Dunne, 2011).

The frequency and severity of heavy precipitation events in NW-PA are likely to increase, as has occurred in the broader northeastern U.S. throughout the second half of the 20th Century (Karl et al., 2009). Based on monthly precipitation records from the Pennsylvania State Climatologist (2012), Fig. 3a and b show that in the ten-county area that includes the six in NW-PA, average annual precipitation and both within-year and across-year precipitation variability increased from the early 1900s onward. The upshot is that the region’s storm water infrastructure is being stressed already, and this will almost certainly worsen over time (Kessler, 2011).

### 3.3. Scenario possibilities

Consideration of NW-PA’s location, economic legacies, and changing climate suggested that an adaptive technology-pathway scenario might revolve around metal-working firms’ supply responses to new stormwater management, renewable energy, and lower-carbon transportation activities. This preliminary research informed a subsequent, deeper analysis of the projected climate-related impacts affecting the region and the potential for corresponding technology-pathway responses, with stakeholder feedback via expert interviews playing a key role.

### Table 1

Mid-century climate projections for NW-PA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Temperature (°F)</th>
<th>Precipitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GLRA (2000)a</td>
<td>+5°</td>
<td>+12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NECIA (Frumhoff et al., 2007)b</td>
<td>+4°</td>
<td>+9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClimAID (2011)c</td>
<td>+5°</td>
<td>+18% (win.), –10% (sum.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

a Averaged: winter and summer; two GCMs, and early-late century; NW-PA values approximated from Figs. 3.1 and 3.2, pp. 20–21.

b Pp. 6, 10–11. Based on IPCC (2007) low (B1) and high (A1FI) carbon scenarios, averaged.

c Both summer and winter; NW-PA values approximated from Fig. 1–10 – 1–13, pp. 46–47. Based on IPCC (2007) A2 scenario.
4. Likelihood of projected climate change impacts

This section examines the likelihood that each possible external climate-driven impact will transmit a strong impulse to which regional adaptation might respond. The choice of possible impacts is motivated by the region’s economic and climatic trajectories, as well as the perceived broader shifts toward renewable energy and alternative freight transportation technologies. The logic is “intuitive” rather than “probabilistic” (Bradfield et al., 2005): The likelihood of a strong impulse is designated as high, medium, or low with an effort toward transparency of assumptions and information sources.

4.1. Direct effects of climate change

4.1.1. Increased incidence and severity of heavy precipitation events

Documented in Section 3.2. The relevance for regional resource potential is the probable need to source and construct storm water infrastructure upgrades. High likelihood.

4.1.2. Longer shipping season on the Great Lakes

Downscaled climate projections uniformly suggest that rising temperatures will be sufficient to continue reducing the annual period during which ice cover halts GL-SLS shipping (Millerd, 2007). It is assumed that recent years’ record low Lakes levels (Schwartz, 2013) are transient, and that climate change will not lower water level trends (Lofgren et al., 2011; Milly and Dunne, 2011). A longer shipping season will affect the potential for increased activity at Port Erie and adjacent Lake Erie facilities. High likelihood.

4.2. Indirect effects of climate change

4.2.1. Growth in demand for biomass sources

NW-PA’s large areas of hardwood forest have attracted attention from the EU, where 20% of energy is mandated to come from renewable technologies by 2020 (European Commission, 2010). Biomass for power generation, heating, and fuel is expected to play a significant role. Amsterdam port managers have been examining NW-PA as a potential source of wood pellets for import to Europe; Amsterdam offers strong
capabilities for the wood pellet trade because it is a traditional import hub for cocoa, whose handling requirements (consistency, temperature and moisture control) are quite similar (Hallworth, 2012). High likelihood.

4.2.2. Increasing opportunities for domestic wind power

There has been considerable, climate-related interest in development of Great Lakes wind energy (Loomis, 2013). Despite inconsistent policy incentives at the Federal level, U.S. wind power capacity has grown rapidly throughout the last decade. Regulatory pressures on fossil-fuel power plants and allowable soot limits. Pennsylvania, like many states, has in place a variety of supports that have exerted a moderate push toward renewables expansion. But fracking-driven lower gas prices, along with policy uncertainty, cloud the future of renewable energy investments (Doran and Reed, 2012). Medium likelihood.

4.2.3. Growing rail freight shipping

Freight system expansion has been tilted away from trucking by highway congestion (Federal Highway Administration, 2008), environmental regulation (ICF et al., 2011), and world oil prices (TEMS, 2008). Climate pressures are congruent: possible future U.S. carbon policy helps make rail investment a low-regret strategy (C2ES, 2010). During the 2000s rail freight ton-miles recovered the ground lost to trucking since the early 1980s (U.S. Department of Transportation N.D.). Rail container-system infrastructure expansion has included port intermodal investment (TEMS, 2008) and several long-haul corridors, including two near NW-PA: CSX’s National Gateway and Norfolk Southern’s Crescent Corridor (Heerwagen, 2009). Completion of a Panama Canal enlargement in 2014 will increase East Coast container arrivals (Burnson, 2011), movement inland via rail, and handling of regions’ goods at intermodal nodes. Medium likelihood.

4.2.4. Increase in Lakes system freight shipping

GL-SLS shipping continues to lose bulk market share to rail and trucking (Transportation Research Board, 2003). Most of the growing East Coast container volume will involve boats too large for the GL-SLS, and transloading to compatible craft will be costly. But even a small portion of this business could be highly significant for southern Great Lakes ports. And industry sources report plans to ship frack sand into Pennsylvania via Lakes freighter. In addition, existing regional trade with northern Europe could expand if improved port and intermodal facilities in the southern Lakes manufacturing zone created better “backhaul” options for European ships, or if technologies like smaller, multi-purpose vessels and container-on-barge shipping were diffused in the GL-SLS (Vickerman, 2012). But none of this international growth is imminent. Low likelihood.

4.2.5. Deep-shale natural gas development

While expansion of unconventional natural gas extraction is not a climate-induced shift, fracking may mediate the opportunity for technology responses in regional rail, shipping and metal-working. The Marcellus locally is not exploitable, but exploration is underway for the region’s Utica shale (which in nearby eastern Ohio yields the more valuable “wet” gas). The shale gas supply chain already extends deep into NW-PA, including a major “completions” contractor based in Meadville. Movement of frack sand to well sites is reversing the longtime decay in intermodal Class I – short-haul linkages; in addition, industry sources report plans to move frack sand into the region via the Great Lakes. Finally, shale gas capital investment may generate significant components demand for regional metal-working companies, whose significance is discussed below. High likelihood.

The next section examines the potential for NW-PA business and other decision makers to respond to these systemic parameter shifts, on the basis of relevant resources and capabilities, as suggested by preliminary research.

5. Adaptive potential of regional resources

Each resource is analyzed individually and assigned a high, medium or low potential for a strong, scenario-consistent response to the relevant climate change-related shift(s). Response potential can be thought of as adaptive “capacity” with respect to a particular impact or set of impacts (PROVIA, 2013, p. 13). Possible complementarities among responses are discussed in Section 6.

5.1. Biomass supply

(Relevant systemic impacts: EU renewable energy policy; longer GL-SLS shipping season.) There are an estimated 3.4 million acres of high-quality hardwood forest within 75 miles of Erie. Hardwood waste cuttings and pulpwood, once in demand at International Paper’s recently-closed Erie mill, could support at least 1 million tons of pelletized wood annually while meeting EU sustainable-forestry certification criteria. Rail transport to East Coast ports is costly, but sufficient economies could be achieved by direct waterway shipping from Erie and nearby ports and out the GL-SLS (GFR, 2011). Scalable supporting resources include upstream infrastructure and labor force for raw material sourcing; sustainable-forestry capabilities in academia and the private sector; and the public-private Erie Development Corporation, which is working to match European buyers with regional supply-chain actors. High potential.

5.2. Wind power development

(Relevant systemic impact: policy-driven wind industry growth.) Lake Erie and its southern shores have a commercially viable wind resource, estimated offshore at 18 mph at 90 meters above water level and onshore at 15 mph at 80 meters high (U.S. Department of Energy N.D.). But although the lake’s shallow depth makes its offshore wind highly construction-accessible, Pennsylvania lacks a clear legal framework for underwater development rights, and bills to clarify and streamline these rights have languished in the Pennsylvania legislature. In addition, initiatives by offshore developers have gotten little support, and a proposed utility-scale onshore project near the New York border has elicited organized local opposition (Myers, 2013). Low potential.
5.3. Rail freight

(Relevant systemic impacts: logistics for Marcellus and Utica extraction; growing national rail freight flows.) Eastward frack sand movement from the west has led Class I lines like CSX to boost staffing and operations in western Pennsylvania and add rail-truck transload and railcar storage capacities. Short-haul lines have done likewise between east–west Class I corridors through Pittsburgh and Erie. All of this is likely to intensify as gas prices recover and the NW-PA Utica is developed. In addition, intermodal container movement involving the region has grown (EDC, 2011). Cost comparisons and proximity to eastern ports (Fig. 4) suggest that more containers will find their way to western Pennsylvania by rail as a Panama Canal upgrade increases east coast arrivals: At distances much above 300 miles, rail will be cheaper than truck (TEMS, 2008); Erie is 420 miles from Newark-New York, 820 miles from Savannah, and 520 miles from Norfolk, the three biggest East Coast ports (Burnson, 2011). But the main new container corridors pass through major nodes in north-central Ohio and southwestern Pennsylvania. Whether terminals in NW-PA could be attractive inter-connectors will depend partly on whether regional rail and intermodal enhancements from other indirect impacts have leveraged additional infrastructure investment. Medium potential.

5.4. Waterway shipping

(Relevant systemic impacts: growth in GL-SLS shipping, extended Lakes shipping season, and GL-SLS biomass export.) Unlike for rail, any NW-PA-specific boosts to GL-SLS shipping would be cutting against the industry’s national trend. But the expected payoff from such investments is increased by the likelihood that regional warming will continue to reduce the wintertime Lakes shipping shutdown. But without enhanced port-to-rail and rail-to-truck facilities, existing capabilities are less sufficient for major new inbound and outbound GL-SLS shipping activities; and lacking firm commitments for the latter activities to expand, the investment case for enhanced intermodal infrastructure is weakened. The Erie Development Corporation is working to overcome this coordination problem (EDC, 2013), but many uncertain pieces must fall into place. Medium potential.

5.5. Metalworking industries

(Relevant systemic impacts: storm water infrastructure overhaul, shale gas development, and wind power and rail freight expansion.) NW-PA’s important metalworking cluster (Onyeiwu, 2009) is concentrated in precision machining and structural or fabricated iron and steel. Aggressively responding to these impacts would require extending firms’ existing capabilities toward larger-scale work. Storm water management and transportation and wind power responses would generate demand in structural iron and steel for similar infrastructural products like stanchions, culverts, under- and overpasses, bridgework, gratings, and weirs – and for related components (gauges, gears, controls, fasteners) in precision machining as well. Additionally, wind energy build-out could create opportunities for precision-machining firms to enter the...
wind turbine supply chain. Because many wind turbine parts are very similar to deep-shale capital goods components (Sterzinger and Svercek, 2004), any required investment could be leveraged. However, this does not necessarily imply a no-regrets strategy: wind turbine makers in the U.S. do much of their sourcing abroad (Uchitelle, 2010), and interviewees report that shale-gas equipment producers buy mostly from suppliers centered around Texas. Interview results suggest little appetite among most NW-PA metals companies for the risk of new strategic capital and capability investments toward renewable energy. Low potential.

6. Scenario projection

6.1. Systemic impacts and regional responses

The foregoing assessments of climate-driven shifts (direct and indirect), in tandem with possible regional responses, are summarized in Fig. 5 in an impact likelihood – response potential matrix. (This construct borrows from the “likelihood matrix” approach in Sutherland, 2006).

The systemic impacts suggested by preliminary research appear in the left column, ranked via subsequent analysis according to the likelihood of their transmitting strong impulses to which regional adaptation might respond. The hypothesized responses appear across the top row, ranked according to the potential or capacity for effective action by regional decision makers. Shaded cells in Fig. 5 match these responses with the hypothetically triggering impacts. The climate change-causal logic runs from left to right: each of the proposed climate-related impacts can act as stimuli to regional responses, more strongly the higher is the impact likelihood thought to be. The adaptive scenario logic runs from the top down: each regional resource can pick up on the relevant systemic impacts, more strongly the higher are the response potential and the impact likelihoods thought to be.

The group of cells labeled “1” indicates the strongest set of relationships: a highly likely biomass demand stimulates a high-potential resource response, given a sufficient response from a medium-potential Lake port/shipping resource. (Short-haul rail could also come into play, if sufficient volume were generated.) Circled group 2 suggests the strong complementarities that could emerge as distinct regional rail and port responses interact to make critical intermodal infrastructure and capabilities investments more viable. Circle 3 highlights a weaker part of the preliminary scenario: There is little likelihood that systemic freight patterns or new NW-PA coastal wind development will provide much additional encouragement to the regional GL-SLS port activity involved in cell groupings 1 and 2. Finally, the circled area 4 suggests that counter to initial expectations, the region’s metal working cluster is likely to be unresponsive to the multiple but disparate impacts arriving from broader shale gas, rail, renewable energy, and storm water management developments. In turn, the region’s climate response will at least initially lack the complementary boosts that precision and structural components production could provide to infrastructure and equipment development in these areas.

6.2. Scenario

Nevertheless, a coherent scenario story line, capable of guiding strategic technology planning by alert regional businesses and planners, emerges from the methodology. Direct and indirect climate impacts – a longer Lakes shipping season, and continuing shifts toward renewable energy and away from trucking – stimulate innovation and growth in the corresponding industries in the NW-PA region:

- biomass sourcing;
- intermodal rail and shipping capacity; and, perhaps later,
- lake shore wind production.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systemic impact likelihoods</th>
<th>Regional response potential Matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biomass supply</td>
<td>Rail expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Storm severity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Rail freight volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>GL-SLS volume</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
- a. The expected impacts from each climate-related systemic shift are read from left to right.
- b. Each potential regional response to expected systemic impacts is read from the top down.
- c. The circles isolate groups of cells for in-text analysis as subsets of the theorized scenario.

Fig. 5. Systemic impact – regional response matrix. Notes: a. The expected impacts from each climate-related systemic shift are read from left to right. b. Each potential regional response to expected systemic impacts is read from the top down. c. The circles isolate groups of cells for in-text analysis as subsets of the theorized scenario.
Along with these individual elements, the scenario would create and be supported by cluster-type complementarities. One kind would be a set of interlocking demand relationships. Biomass export requires shipping and potentially rail services; inbound shipping needs intermodal connections; and offshore wind farms use shipping firms for construction and ongoing operations. In addition, combinations of scenario elements would share very similar kinds of mutually supportive activities, labor skills, supply chains, and customer bases. These complementarities would include the following:

- Facilities and infrastructure construction – sourcing, staging, and implementing large-scale shale gas, biomass, wind farm, port, and intermodal projects.
- Maintenance and supply – ensuring functionality of dispersed infrastructure in a rural environment (structural integrity and operational fitness for bridges, culverts, towers, drainage systems, monitoring and control devices).
- Logistics – getting equipment and crews in and out of remote locations; coordinating in and outflows of supplies, transport services, and product.
- Intermodal operations – choosing and scheduling optimal combinations of rail, ship, and trucking for bulk (biomass, frack sand, other) and container freight.

These commonalities would stimulate creation of competitive capabilities and assets across the board in ways greater than might be expected for each of the elements in isolation. For example, attention and pressure from biomass buyers would hone the capabilities of and attract new customers to regional intermodal shippers. Port-related capabilities and intermodal connectivity would be pushed to improve. Forging inland transportation networks (woodlot-chipping facility-pellet mill-dock) would entail both significant investment and a complementary stimulus to waterway shipping and intermodal facilities and capabilities, potentially involving short-haul rail as well. And infrastructure construction in rail is already increasing the region’s capacity for building new port facilities.

Thus development in any of the scenario sectors would make each dollar invested in the others more profitable. In line with the predictions of cluster theory, the proximity and interactivity of these related activities would foster innovation, productivity, and new business creation. Specialized labor would move across firms and sectors. Performance standards set in leading companies would raise the bar for others. Innovation processes would cross-fertilize both within and among sectors. New business formation would be stimulated by the availability of customers across multiple activities.

The projected scenario response to climate change would be based on the region’s substantial set of relevant resources in terms of location, infrastructure, skill base, and organizational capability. It is also a function of powerful impulses being transmitted through the region by the shale gas industry, unexpectedly pushing in the same directions as climate-related transportation shifts. Finally, as described in Section 2, it emerges as a research outcome from practical interaction with key stakeholder groups. The implications are discussed below.

7. Conclusion

This research began with the goal of applying concepts from the literatures on scenario-building, organizational resources, and clusters to constructing a plausible technology pathway along which a small region’s businesses, policymakers, and other stakeholders might strategically adapt to climate change. The intent has been to widen the opportunity set beyond risk management and cost reduction by considering not only direct climate impacts, but also the indirect effects transmitted from climate-related changes in broader technologies, markets, and policies.

Although it retained the climate-mitigative direction established by its normative starting point (Borjeson et al., 2006), the scenario methodology did not simply give back the story it was expected to tell. During the explorative stage (Vervoort et al., 2014), the machining-based cluster expected to anchor a regional climate response faded into the background, and alternative energy and transportation activities – originally seen chiefly as machining demand sources – emerged as the main drivers. Applying this methodology to a small, coherent region allows the economic and policy landscape to evolve at a sharp enough focus for key real-world dynamics to come to the fore in scenario projection.

The methodology suggests that indirect effects of climate change are likely to be the critical impacts to which this particular region must adapt. While the constellation of energy and transport activities highlighted in the scenario do not share as compact a set of technologies, products, and customers as a traditional cluster (Porter, 1998), there would be sufficient relatedness in those dimensions to create complementarities – in demand creation, organizational learning and capability formation, and resource attraction. This web of interactions could act as a growing gravitational influence around which an adaptive pathway might emerge.

The direction this takes would be determined by an iterative process involving interaction among key stakeholders (Kriegler et al., 2012; Wise et al., 2014; Vervoort et al., 2014) have pointed to the problem of scenario-projection that remains separate from the real decision processes of regional stakeholders. Tying the scenario-building process to feedback from regional experts has been a step toward addressing this problem. In addition to the interviews with industry executives reported above, the researcher has worked to locate relevant practitioner initiatives: capturing their implications for scenario possibilities, actively projecting those conjectures into practitioner discourse, and in the process testing research conclusions against the responses of stakeholders whose actions would be critical for the theorized pathways to be realized. This has involved working with leaders and participants in, for example, the Erie Development Corporation (its Erie Shippers Conference and Biomass Stakeholders Workshop), the Northwest Pennsylvania Coalition for a Green Economy, and the Clean Air Council (its Offshore Wind Committee and Renewable Energy Accelerator grant process). In the future, deeper relevance and traction can be encouraged via the kinds of ongoing stakeholder linkages reported by Jackson et al. (2011) and Karlstetter (2012).

Extension of this research is planned to help establish and fund, where necessary, formal structures through which regional leaders’ continued input and engagement can be secured.

Unpredictable external developments will shift the parameters within which this process occurs. Decision makers will need to recognize the changing boundaries of the “adaptive space” for regional responses to climate change and make
mutually-reinforcing technological choices within its evolving limits [Wise et al., 2014]. The scenario results reported here suggest particular sensitivity points for such unanticipated shifts — for example, in EU renewable-energy targets, regional impacts from rising east-coast container trade, and climate effects on GL-SLS navigability. Ongoing research can assist stakeholders in recognizing the implications of such changes and in widening the range of adaptive opportunities by approaching them within a regional, complementarities-based process.

Central policy aspects of the institutional framework would have to be gotten right for something like the scenario presented here to unfold. Critical transportation and energy infrastructure investments can have public good dimensions, which may be strengthened by the public interest in supporting the scenario’s lower-carbon options (Tompkins and Eakin, 2012). Policy incentives must be designed to align private actors’ interests with societal ones at key scenario points, such as the need for stronger state law on underwater development rights. State action influences private decision makers’ expectations, which can be key to such a scenario process (Budde et al., 2012). The public-private initiatives of the Erie Development Corporation (in biomass, port development, and intermodal architecture) can serve as a model for how to get enough of the parts moving so that firms can have enough confidence for strategic investment (EDC, 2011, 2013).

The projected scenario thus identifies potential opportunities to assist regional decision makers in thinking about how to build upon existing assets, capabilities, and initiatives that can interact in complementary ways, combining analysis of what is and structured conjecture about what might be. It sketches the potential outlines of a pathway for livelihood-enhancing technological adaptation to climate change.

Because the climate is changing, and regions must adapt, the creation and refinement of workable tools to aid the process will be an ongoing research priority. The framework proposed here aims to contribute in a way that can help build support for climate adaptation and mitigation at the local level where decision makers both respond to and collectively shape the opportunities and costs of adaptive technological pathways.
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